Episode 302: “Wheel of Misfortune”
“Biz Terms”

1. budget
2. collection agency
3. consequences
4. coupon
5. debt load
6. financial misfortune
7. interest
8. interest payment
9. loan
10. long-term financial plan
11. long-term goals
12. organize
13. principle
14. principle payment
15. risk
16. short-term goals
17. system

Suggestions for using Biz Terms include:

- Have students research and write dictionary definitions, individually or in small groups.
- Discuss the use of these terms in the episode of “Biz Kid$”.
- Have students construct sentences using these terms.
• Have students write paragraphs, stories, dialogs, poems, “raps”, or lyrics using these terms.
• Create math word problems using these terms.
• Write personal financial goals using these terms.
• Write a financial journal entry using some of these words.